3rd Epsom (St. Martin’s) Scout Group
Annual General Meeting
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Minutes

8pm Wednesday 9 September 2020 - Online Zoom Meeting

Chairperson’s welcome
The Chairperson, Caroline De Ville, welcomed Karl Nicholas, District Commissioner and everyone from 3rd Epsom
who had logged on to join the AGM virtually because of the Covid19 pandemic.

Minutes of last AGM
Caroline indicated that the minutes of the last AGM meeting on 21st September 2019 were circulated to all parents in
the Summer and have been available on the Group’s website for the last year.
There were no matters arising from the 2019 minutes.
Guy Simpson proposed and Emma Clark seconded approval of the minutes.

Apologies for absence
David Candlin, St. Martin’s Church.

Receive and adopt annual reports & financial statements
The advance AGM annual report 2019-20 were circulated on 4 August 2020. Jon Tasch, Group Treasurer,
summarised that the group were in reasonably good financial health in comparison to some groups who were not
doing so well as a result of the pandemic. The group had been doing well fundraising for the Forge development
project. However, sources of income and fundraising had all slowed down or stopped since the March lockdown.
Helen Jessen has independently audited the accounts.

Beaver Report – Judith Sitford
Colony numbers
The Colony remained full all year – with an extensive waiting list. In January, some of
those on the waiting list were invited to join the re-launch of 2nd Epsom Beavers as they
were unlikely to ever get a place at 3rd Epsom.
Leaders and helpers
Judith Sitford has continued to be the Beaver Scout Leader, expertly assisted by Louise
Prime, Assistant Beaver Scout Leader. Vijyeta Tripathi remains as a Sectional Assistants,
however Julie Bundhoo and Ann Juncal both stepped down at Christmas. In January
Caroline Marginson and Nicky Kirk as Occasional Helpers and Louise Evans joined after
February Half Term. We also have a parent rota where parents are given a week (or two)
during the term to come and help.
Young Leaders
George Halliday-Taylor and Joe Simpson left in September, Joe Tesselement left at Christmas 2019. We thank them
all for the support they have given the colony. We are now pleased that Izzy Henderson joined in January 2020 as a
Young Leader.
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Programme activities and badges
Over this past year we have been incredibly busy - as usual! The Beavers have
earned a total of 235 badges of all descriptions - activities, staged and of course
the Chief Scout Bronze Award. Congratulations to Joshua Cooper, Thomas
Wilson, Rory Abernathy, Daniel Vogel, Zeph Wright, Dominic Jackson, Lucas
Daws, Jacob Rowson, Amelia Dunlop, Annabel Price Libby Price, Kiran Kindred
who have all achieved this high award over the year. Our weekly activities have
been varied and have included activities such as: fun in the dark, science
experiments, cooking, book sale, Faith badge with David Candlin from St Martin’s Church, looking at Beavers across
the world.
In the spring, we planted bulbs which hopefully the Beavers looked after
and cultivated in time for Mothers’ Day. We did the Navigator’s Badge
too, although we weren’t able to finish it off due to the suspension of
activities - we were meant to use the map reading skills on the Lizard
Hike. We also worked on the Communicator’s badge and the Beavers
learnt their address and phone numbers by writing address labels for
their cuddly toys - a bit like Paddington Bear! They also learnt to send
emails and texts. We also had a go at African drumming! Sadly our
litter pick was cancelled due to torrential rain, but the Beavers were able to enjoy a quiz on the environment instead.
They have also worked hard at their Creativity badge. The Beavers raised over £100 to send to the Australian Bush
Relief Fund by decorating biscuits and selling them at Church Parade.
Our activities in the Spring Term were as usual quite varied, but sadly
cut short due to Covid-19 and the suspension of face-face Scout
meetings. However, the suspension has not stopped the Beaver
Section from continuing though - we have gone online! Thanks to
Zoom, we are still meeting each week for about 30 minutes. We play
games such as scavenger hunts, Kim’s game and bingo, and have
done craft and drawing activities.
We don’t have a full complement of Beavers joining, but this is understandable - many are nervous about being on
screen and some may be finding this situation too much and are giving Beavers a rest. Many Beavers have taken
part in the National event - Walk To The Moon to raise money for the Children In Need/Comic Relief, and many have
taken part in the big Camp At Home initiative by Northumberland Scouts and joined 85,000 people around the world
camping in dens/tents/hammocks etc for the night as well as doing some tasks at home. By the look of the photos
everyone has had a wonderful time.
Group Activities
12 Beavers came for one night at Downe Activity Centre and joined the rest of the Group
for their Summer Camp in July. The Beavers did lots of activities, including grass sledging,
pioneering and orienteering.
We had a fantastic turnout at Remembrance Parade in November - the Beavers took part
in the beginning of the service, and then went to join “The Arc” children’s group to make
poppies before rejoining the Church for the Act of Remembrance.
The Beavers took part in Carol Singing to returning commuters at Epsom Station in December to raise some money
for our HQ development. Due to Covid - our St George’s Day plans had to go on line. We had many Beavers renew
their Promise on line and join in the alphabet scavenger hunt afterwards.
Camps have also gone ‘virtual’ - in their own homes, Beavers and leaders have been making dens and putting up
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tents, packing bags, doing scouty activities to continue the badge work. Even joining in an online campfire!
District Activities
The Beavers took part in a wet Beaveree at Little Acres this year, and enjoyed a Pirate
Themed afternoon of fun in July. In October, we had a handful of Beavers compete in the
Cross Country. 6 Beavers took part in the Emergency Aid day in November, and in
February, the Beavers attended the Swimming Gala for the first time in the event’s history!
The Beavers had a wonderful time doing some fun races and earning medals as they went.
Sadly, the Lizard Hike could not go ahead due to the suspension of face-face scouting
activities.
In January some of our Beavers joined forces with 2nd Ewell, 1st Hook and 7th Malden Beavers for a joint trip to PGL
in Hinehead. We had an amazing time, despite the cold weather - the Beavers made friends with others and spent
time orienteering, climbing, abseiling and playing airball. Definitely a trip to repeat!
County Activities
Back in May 2019, 15 Beavers joined around 300 other beavers from across the
county in a mass camp at Bentley Copse - Beavers Go Wild! We had an
amazing time although not a lot of sleep was had! Thank you to Louise and Ann
who also came along to help, and Calum Browne and Kathryn Ascough who
also gave up their weekend to help
Thank you to all the Beavers and their parents and leaders who have kept
scouting going this year despite the difficult circumstances!

Cub Report – Fiona Bravery
Numbers
We currently have 35 Cubs in the Pack with lots of Beavers moving up throughout the year
and Cubs moving up to Scouts. On the Leader front we have 6 adults: Richard Ascough,
Fiona Bravery, James Ascough, Guy Simpson, Rick Price and Mark Bishop. For the first part of
the year we also had an au-pair from Amsterdam, Madelon Wallin, who helped whilst she
was working in Epsom. We also have 4 regular Young Leaders who are working towards
their Young Leader belt.
Badges
In the last year we have awarded 429 badges including an amazing 6 Chief Scout
Silver Awards, the highest badge in the section. Other badges include Animal Carer,
Backwoods Cooking, Home Help, International, My Faith, Pioneer. Nautical Skills,
Hikes, Emergency Aid and Swimmer. Lots of Cubs have
worked hard to gain badges both at section meetings and
at home.
Activities
Activities this year have been very varied. We worked on
our Personal Safety badge, with visits from a Fireman and
Nurse. We tried some Pioneering when we made catapults,
painted Pottery tiles at Happy Glaze Ceramics and the
others built cardboard forts and defended them with Nerf
guns.
Madelon (Bagheera) invited a Dutch Cub leader and friend to join us in a meeting All About Holland, where we tried
liquorice, stroopwaffels and other food, played a Dutch game and learned some Dutch! Cooking seems to be a
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popular activity with the Cubs as we ate pancakes (with lots of syrup!) twice and cooked some stir fry.
We learnt about maps with contour potatoes, map symbols etc and then put our skills
into action with an evening of Orienteering on Epsom Downs, earning some Navigator
badges. We made toilet roll rope and learned about Happiness on World Mental Health
Day. The YLs ran a great Problem Solving evening and we wrote postcards to an
Australian Pack whose leader had visited us last summer.
We had several badge evenings throughout the year with many Collector, Hobbies, and
Sports badges earned as Cubs told us about something they enjoy doing at home, school
or clubs. Our annual trip to the Rainbow Centre for swimming was fun, although (as
ever) challenging to organise with the Centre. We celebrated Chinese New Year with
crafts and activities and had an evening on the Personal Challenge with older Cubs, and
Scouting history for the younger ones.
More activities outside of the HQ included Wide Games and a Treasure
Hunt around Alexandra Park, and we went bowling at Tolworth as well
as climbing and caving at Craggy Island.
Community
In May we decorated, filled and returned 22
Rotary shoeboxes which went to Eastern
European families. In June we collected over 10
bags of litter from the roads around the HQ. In
November we painted Poppy pebbles which we then laid in the churchyard on Remembrance
Sunday. Towards the end of 2019 we also learned about and planted trees with a visitor from
the Tree Advisory Board.
District Activities
Our Football team made it to the semi-finals of the District Football Competition and 12
Cubs enjoyed a taste of kayaking with 1st Cuddington. 22 Cubs took part in the
county event SCRAM in June where the leaders made hundreds of portions of popcorn.
We also entered the District swimming competition where our Cubs won a few medals
from their races. 27 Cubs enjoyed a dark and muddy Night Hike to Boider Hurst in
October and Mang lead an impromptu Scout sing song when the camp fire had to be
cancelled due to the weather.
Camps
In July 26 Cubs join us for Group camp at Downe activity centre, where we enjoyed zip wires, backwoods cooking,
Abseiling, GoKarting and more. We were pleased to support several children with additional needs at camp.
Covid-19
Towards the end of the year, like the rest of UK Scouting, we were affected by the suspension of Scouting activities
due to Coronavirus. The leaders however put together a programme online to continue scouting from the start of
April 2020.
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Scout Report –Wayne Smith / Richard Ascough
Section Numbers and Leaders
Over the last year, we have averaged 40-45 Scouts in the Troop with the majority
turning up each week. Like other sections we have a number of potential scouts on the
waiting list, but due to the Troop size we are just not able to take them on.
The Leader are still Richard Ascough, Wayne Smith, Peter Sitford, Paul Huitson,
Andrew Evers and Alan Spencer. We were down 2 leaders as, during the year, Vic
Young was appointed GSL of 2nd Epsom and spent most of his Scouting time with
them and John Savidge became unavailable due to work.
Activities this term - In the HQ:
We ran a dance session with Ambition
Dance, investigated the science of
Scouting, did some woodwork, making 8 crazy golf holes (where we
had some ex-Scouts come down to help with the carpentry), cooked
Scout pancakes, held a Patrol Challenge, took part in pre-camp
training in knife, axe and saw and a camp preparation evening. We
also built collection boxes for the HQ Fund, agreed each Scout’s
Personal Challenges, made soup, played crazy golf on the holes the
Scouts made earlier, made News and Weather forecast videos, ran
leadership training for the PLs and had a Patrol Forum to plan future
activities.
In addition, we built tilt-table games with our woodworking ex-Scouts and helped the
Scouts achieve either Hobbies, Physical Recreation, Sports Enthusiast badges.
Although this activity was curtailed by the Coronavirus pandemic and suspension of
face to face Scouting activities. The Scouts also refreshed their first aid and knots
skills, cooked a meal in the Ready, Steady, Cook activity and cooked pancakes.
Activities this term - Outside:
The Scouts took part in a training hike from Tadworth to Headley, pulled bracken as
part of community service, held Wide Games at Nonsuch Park, did some backwoods
cooking and had a Go Golfing session at Epsom Golf Club. Some Scouts also made a
return trip to the Mullard Space Centre which we had been to last year.
Other activities included a ‘What 3 Words’ trail through Banstead woods, wide games at Nork Park, a visit to St
Martin’s Church to learn about the Symbology of Remembrance, did navigation exercises on the Downs, went ice
skating at Hampton Court, went carol singing at Epsom railway station to raise money for the HQ Fund and went to
London for a hike from London Bridge to Waterloo.
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We also held a swimming evening in preparation for the District swimming gala (we put in 2 Scout teams) and sent
the Scouts to Sainsburys in their Patrols to purchase food for the Ready Steady Cook activity. We had 2 teams enter
the District Challenge Hike.

Badges
During the year we have awarded 3 Chief Scout's Gold Award, 38
Challenge badges (Creative, Expedition, Outdoors, Skills, Teamwork,
Team Leader and World), 55 Activity badges (including Astronomer,
Camper, Chef, Cyclist, Entertainer, Fire Safety, Master at Arms, My Faith,
World Faiths) and 94 Staged badges!
District activities
District activities included the Jamboree on the Internet/Airwaves at 7th
Epsom, the emergency aid course, an inter-group quiz, the swimming
gala, Challenge Hike and the annual cross-country races.
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Explorer/SASU Report – Jo Danks / Matt Tanton
The Ashley Unit has remained in very good health and now has 24 active
members plus 3 members who have turned 18 and have moved to the 3rd
Epsom Scout Active Support Unit (SASU) which meets alongside the
Explorer Unit and one member who unfortunately decided to leave to
concentrate on her A level studies. The leadership team has remained the
same, consisting of Jo Danks, Matt Tanton and Chloe Houghton supported
by Richard Ascough and the occasional guest appearance of Elliot Osborne
when he has been back from Mexico. Sadly we lost Alex Shepherd as a
leader after Easter 2019 when he accepted a commission in the Army.

The Explorers are encouraged to take a very active role in planning and delivering
their programme. This has have successfully achieved over the past 12 months with
activities including: making paper planes, a Christmas photo scavenger hunt, an
evening of blindfold activities, mini world record challenges , music quiz, cooking
Polish beetroot soup, reenacted a mock trial by jury,
designed and painted t-shirts, enjoyed the Epsom
chip survey, played games at our Christmas party,
created horror movie trailers, built and raced lego
balloon cars, to an evening of bouldering as well as cooking pizzas in an outside
wood fired pizza oven as guests of 2nd Ewell Scout Group. In conjunction with all of
these activities we try to ensure that we invest our Explorers in interesting ways.
Over the past year we have invested some Explorers up a climbing wall, surrounded by a guard of honour made by
sparklers and during our visit to an escape room.
The Explorers continue to enjoy adventurous and fun activities away
from our weekly meetings. In April 2019 12 Explorers enjoyed a
weekend of hillwalking in the Brecon Beacons led by Richard Ascough,
Alex Shepherd, Patrick Bravery and John Savidge. They successfully
undertook 2 full days of walking with only a little disruption to their
routes due to snow on the ground and enjoyed staying in the warmth of
a bunkhouse in Llantony. Nine Explorers went to Gilwell24 in July 2020
and survived the 24 hours of non-stop activities on offer. Richard, Chloe
and Matt also survived the experience! Nine Explorers, led by Matt and
Chloe joined the Group at their group camp at Downe Activity Centre at the end of July. As well as catering for
themselves the Unit enjoyed hiking, archery, zip wire, Jacobs ladder and were able to try tomahawk throwing for the
first time.
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Ella Danks represented the Unit as part of the UK contingent at the
World Scout Jamboree in West Virginia over 3 weeks in July and
August. During this time she had the opportunity to meet Scouts from
all over the world and was able to celebrate her 17th birthday by having
dinner with a Japanese unit. As part of the 3 week trip her unit visited
New York, Washington and Toronto as well as 10 days at the Jamboree
itself. Another of our Explorers, Seb Jowett, also attended the Jamboree
as a member of the Boy Scouts of America. Ella was able to give a
presentation about her experience at the last AGM held in September as
well as to the residents at Redwood Court retirement flats who had
generously fundraised for her trip.
Apart from our regular meetings the Explorers have paraded
on Remembrance Sunday. In November Ophelia achieved her
Stage 5 1st Aid Award which is the highest award available
for a young person and 6 Explorers helped run the Group’s
fundraising auction of promises. In February we entered a
team into the District swimming gala and helped to fundraise
for the Group by joining in with bag packing at Asda. We also
entered two teams into the district challenge hike in March
2020 and despite not winning they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
Our spring term activities were suddenly interrupted by the suspension of face to face Scouting due to Coronavirus.
It is a testament to the commitment, resilience and adaptability of the leadership team and the Unit members that we
only missed one meeting on 19th March and by 26th March we had embarked on the new “normal” of Zoom
meetings with 17 out of a potential 24 explorers logging on.
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Group Report – Richard Ascough / Jo Danks
At the start of last year, the leaders in the Group got together to discuss the vision for the Group for the next 5 years.
Our vision is based on the County Plan with four pillars of People, Programmes, Places and Perceptions.

Our priorities are
Explorer Leadership
• We need to get some young adults (mid twenties) to lead our Explorers. We are looking to create an
active support (SASU) as Explorers reach 18 in next year to create younger leaders.
Meeting Space
• The Group are struggling with meeting space. We have plans to develop the Forge including Fund
Raising and Development. A Forge Development Team (Exec sub committee) has been put in place to
improve our meeting spaces.

Sections
•

Beavers, Cubs and Scouts are full. Explorers will naturally be fed from other sections. There are no
plans to create second colony, pack or troop as we wish to consolidate the current Group which has
doubled in size in 5 years and leadership team significantly grown.

Engagement in local Community
• We are looking to include local Community activities regularly included in our termly programmes.
As you will see from the section reports we are making good progress in all our priorities. We have now created a
SASU. We have plans in to extend our meeting space. We are focusing on maintaining good scouting in our full
sections. We have undertaken a number of community pieces of work such as bracken pulling, litter picking, fund
raising for the bush fires relief effort in Australia and filling Rotary boxes with toys and gifts.
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Remembrance Parade – November 2019
Coronavirus / Covid-19
Following the worldwide pandemic of Coronavirus (Covid-19), the Scout Association suspended all face-to-face
Scouting meetings, activities and events from Tuesday 17th March. This lockdown and suspension of activities will
continue until Government guidance changes and the Scout Association give us permission to restart face-to-face
activities.
As a result of this announcement, meetings were cancelled immediately effect and unfortunately we also had to
cancel the Scout Easter Hill Walking weekend, the Beavers sleep over in April, the sixers and seconds camp in April
and the Group St George’s day parade in April.
Zoom conference calls
On the positive side, within a week the Group started online internet conference calls using a product called Zoom.
Over 60% percent of the Group regularly attend Zoom meetings and over 80% of the Group undertook at least one
activity in the first three weeks of lockdown.

Average
Zoom
attendance

Engaged with
at least one
activity

Section
size

Average
Zoom
attendance
(%age)

Beavers

12

18

23

52.2%

78.3%

Cubs

25

31

35

71.4%

88.6%

Scouts

25

37

44

56.8%

84.1%

Explorers/SASU

17

17

24

70.8%

70.8%

Total

79

103

126

62.7%

81.7%
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We recognise that some people prefer outdoor activities, have complex family lives, spend all day online with
schoolwork, or are shy and don’t just cameras (even though we have offered them to join without video). The
sections are therefore trying to vary the programme to suite as many as possible.
It should also be noted that the Group consciously decided to continue Scouting over the Easter holidays to provide
some continuity to families during lockdown. Cubs have also moved to Wednesday evenings so that it does clash
with Scouts. Our current times during lockdown are Beavers – Thursdays 5-5.30pm, Cubs – Wednesday 6.30 –
7.15pm, Scouts – Thursday 7.00 – 8.00pm (ending with clap for carers), Explorers – Thursday – 8.15pm – 9.15pm
(starting with clap for carers at 8pm).

HQ Committee Report – Pete Danks
The Committee are responsible for running all aspects of the HQ. This includes maintaining the buildings, ensuring
our utility bills are on the best deals possible and all our legal requirements are met for such things as fire safety
checks and insurance. The cost to cover most of the maintenance for the HQ is funded through hiring the premises
out, and is detailed in the separate Treasurers report.
The current committee members are Peter Danks (Chair), Vicki Churchill (Secretary), Richard Ascough (Scout rep),
Ann Turnbull and Jackie Huitson (Brownie reps), Gill Jowett (treasurer), Sharon Hempshall and Claire Poyntz
(booking secretaries), Julian Crouch (risk & safety). We believe the premises offer a safe and inviting environment for
both the Scout Group and also the wider community that use them.
Since the Group took over the lease for the Forge last year, the HQ Committee have worked closely with the Forge
Development Team, with the aim of fund raising to develop and extend the Forge, and also to secure planning
permission and liaise with builders to complete the works. Whilst c£40,000 has been fund raised, the planning
permission has been refused (including at Appeal), however we are still exploring options to overcome the reasons
for the refusal, or alternative ways to improve the facilities.
Our current regular hall users during this period were Ambition Dance, Nam Yang and Epsom Players. We continue
to generate income through an ever increasing number of ad hoc hall hire for birthday parties etc. In addition, we
have now started to get some regular bookings for the Forge for activities like local resident and business meetings
and Pilates and Yoga.
In the last year the following works have been undertaken:  Two working parties supported by many parents where we have removed the top soil for the footprint of the
Forge extension, revealing the old hard surfacing, replaced and repaired some of the fencing which had been
damaged, as well as an endless list of filling, painting, and maintenance jobs both inside and outside.
 Water temperature valves fitted in the kitchen and both toilets, to meet current Regulations and ensure children
can’t be scalded
 The Forge locks have been replaced and new keys distributed to all the leaders and other users.
There is a continuous list of work to be undertaken, which is prioritised subject to available budget and urgency.
Please share any ideas or observations through the leaders or a member of the committee. Thank you to the
committee for their continued hard work, help and support over the last year.
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Financial Report – Jon / Kate Tasch
There are 3 sets of accounts detailed below:
 The Hall/HQ accounts which cover the running of the hall;
 The Forge Fundraising accounts which were new last year;
 The Group Scout accounts which cover the managing of the individual sections: Beavers, Cubs, Scouts/Explorers
and Group.
The accounts presented cover the 12-month period from 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020 and have been
independently examined and signed off by Helen Jesson, a qualified accountant.
Hall Accounts
As in previous years, income is achieved by letting the hall space out to one-off and regular hirers, and from these
sources our income is 20% up on last year.
By far the majority of our income comes from Ambition Dance – 68% of the total, and this has increased by 39%
compared with last year. Individual hall hires make up 15% of total income and this has increased by 21% compared
with last year. We also have several other regular hirers, although we have lost a few during the year.
We have undertaken some repairs and refurbishments to the Hall during the year, as detailed in Note 1, but the cost
of these has been significantly lower than last year.
Our increased income and lower costs have allowed us to add almost £10,000 to our bank account during the year.
Due to Coronavirus we have repaid anyone who booked and paid for Hall use prior to the end of March, for booking
dates in 2020/21.
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Forge Fundraising Accounts
At 31 March 2020 our Forge Fundraising Account held £32,710. During the year several fundraising activities were
undertaken including the Auction of Promises, carol singing, wine tasting and bag packing. In addition, direct
donations and those made through Wonderful, along with our Gift Aid reclaim, generated £12,750.
We paid one expense from the Fundraising Account, which was £540 for tree advice.

Scout Group Accounts
The accounts are broken down for each section; Group, Scouts/Explorers, Cubs and Beavers and summarised under
the Total column. The 2019 Total values are shown for comparison.
Overall income for 2019/20 amounted to £29,351 compared to £16,657 in 2018/19.
The income generated from Subscriptions (2019/20: £12,612) remained at a similar level to the prior year (2018/19:
£12,245) but only represented 43% of total income whereas in prior years it has made up as much as 75% of the
total. The reason for the drop in Subscription income as a percentage of total income is down to the significant
increase in donations and fundraising activities which saw a combined income of £10,040 (34% of the total). As
well as individual donations a significant sum was raised at the Auction of Promises in Nov 2019 plus a smaller
amount from a wine tasting held as part of last year’s AGM.
The other main source of income (accounting for 14% of the total) is from Gift Aid – under this scheme the Group is
#SkillsForLife
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able to claim back from the Inland Revenue 25% of all Gift-aided income from Subscriptions, Joining Fees and most
of the donations.
Overall expenditure for 2019/20 amounted to £25,343 compared to £13,201 in 2018/19.
The largest single item of expenditure is the Annual Capitation Fee – this is an annual charge paid to the UK Scouts
organisation. The amount paid (calculation based on head count) in 2019/20 of £5,292 was similar to the prior year.
The other large item of ‘expenditure’ relates to the transfer of donations and fundraising amounts to the Forge
Fundraising account. For the reasons noted above there was very little similar activity in 2018/19 and therefore the
transfer of these funds in 2019/20 largely explain the increase on overall expenditure compared to the prior year.
Other large items of expenditure are:
(1) the HQ Levy – money transferred from the Group to the HQ account;
(2) Equipment – purchase of a new Jamboree style tent plus tent repairs; and
(3) the net spend on various Activities undertaken by the different sections.
For the reasons above the Group has made an overall Surplus in 2019/20 of £4,008 compared to £3,456 in
2018/19.
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This means the Valuation of the Group as a whole has increased from £18,877 as at 31 March 2019 to £22,885
as at the end of 31 March 2020 with an overall bank balance at the latter date of £24,188.
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Nomination of Group Chair by the GSL
Richard was pleased that Caroline De Ville would be staying on and nominated her as Group Chair for the coming
year.

Election of Officers
Jon and Kate Tasch were proposed as Group Treasurers by Louise Prime and Jo Danks
Emma Clark was proposed as Group Secretary by Caroline De Ville and Jon Tasch.
It was announced if anyone is interested in taking on the role of the Group Secretary to get in contact with Richard,
Caroline or Emma as Emma will be standing down within the next year.
Confirmation from Section Leaders to sit on the Executive Committee as ex-officio members.




Beavers – Judith Sitford and Louise Prime
Cubs – Fiona Bravery
Scouts – Wayne Smith and Peter Sitford

The GSL (Richard Ascough), AGSL (Jo Danks) and sponsoring authority (Nick Parish) are automatically ex-officio
members.
Guy Simpson was proposed by Louise Prime and Peter Sitford as an elected member of the Executive Committee as
trustee of the Scout Group.
No persons were nominated by the Group Scout Leader and no co-opted members were required at this time.
Helen Jessen was appointed as Independent Auditor for 2020/21.
Regular feedback and liaison are valued at 3rd Epsom. Parents of each section of the group act as parent
representatives in this role. The following parents have agreed to continue in/ take on this role;





Explorers – Lisa Jalland
Scouts – Amanda Kindred
Cubs – Sara Wilson
Beavers – Jo Wright

Guest Speaker, Karl Nicholas, District Commissioner
Karl Nicholas, District Commissioner, said that it was a pleasure to be with 3rd Epsom Group for the Annual General
Meeting and join from the comfort of his own sofa and commented on the excellent annual report. Karl remarked that
it had been ‘a funny old year’ in relation to the challenges that the coronavirus pandemic had presented scouting. He
praised 3rd Epsom for providing excellent scouting before and after lockdown. He also celebrated the awarding of
gold, silver and bronze Chief Scout awards. Karl thanked the leaders and parents who have given up much time to
the running of the Group and especially for helping make the online experience such a success.
Karl went on to specifically commend selected staff in supporting the group. Caroline De Ville for 6 years in
supporting the Group, as Secretary and then Chair to the Executive Committee. She is now due her 5 year Chief
Scout’s Service Award which will be presented when Karl can meet the Group face to face. Judith Sitford was
awarded the ‘Award for Merit’. Judith has been involved in scouting since 2001 starting in Wales. She joined the 3rd
Epsom Beavers in 2006 and in 2017 joined the district team for Epsom as ADC (Beavers). Judith was thanked for
everything she has contributed including Beaver scout swimming, St Georges day celebrations and Beavers Party in
the Park. In addition Fiona Bravery and Guy Simpson were also recognised for their contribution of almost 6 years to
the Group. They are also due their 5 year Chief Scout’s Service Awards.
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Karl concluded by thanking the leaders, and all the people who support the Group. Everybody’s support is really
appreciated.

Any other business
Fiona Bravery raised the Scout Association (UK Head Quarters) request to share OSM aggregate level data from the
group. This was to assist with identifying improvements and better support to the Scout programme. There were
some concerns over the access to Personal Data, even if just in an emergency as it would be outside the control of
the Group and hence it was agreed that this would not be taken forward at this time and would be reviewed in 1
years’ time.

Close of meeting
Caroline De Ville closed the meeting. She thanked everyone for their contributions to this year’s AGM and to the
committee members for their work over the last year. Thanks also to those elected onto the committee today.
Caroline commented that the Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers enjoy what must be the widest range of activities
provided by any out of school club – and it’s all done by the most committed and enthusiastic volunteers you will
come across! No wonder numbers have increased again this year and the waiting list continues to grow. She referred
to the Groups resilience in conducting 72 Zoom meetings covering a variety of fun and interesting activities including
magic, escape rooms, cooking and scavenger hunts. It had been a positive experience for children to catch up with
friends at an isolating and dull time so was really appreciated.
Caroline said that the help of the parents and carers at 3rd Epsom is invaluable. We are very grateful for your
assistance with running the weekly activities and joining the scouts on camp - you play a vital role but there are
always opportunities to become involved so if you are interested please speak to any of us who would be glad to tell
you more.
Caroline thanked the leaders and regular assistants who give so much of their time and effort to make Scouting top
of the weekly activities for our children.
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